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CRAMOLIN® PROLUB Art. No. 160
Product description
PROLUB is a mixture of high-quality active agents
and inhibitors which prevent electrical failures
caused by moisture and corrosion. It lubricates all
moving parts of precision instruments and electrical
equipment and protects them even under high
humidity and salty air. It also loosens dirt, rust, scale
and seized parts, displaces water and moisture and
restores the electrical properties and resistance
values. Due to its low surface tension PROLUB
penetrates into surface pores and seals out moisture,
reducing the maintenance and extending the
operational life of the equipment. It does not attack
any material in common use and contains no
chlorinated solvents.

Application
PROLUB is used for switches, contacts, relays
and contact banks, appliances, installations,
electric motors, switchgears, switchboards and
signaling systems. PROLUB can be used on
metals, varnishes, paints, and most rubber and
plastics.

Please note
.

Apply liberally. For accurate work use attached
extension tube. PROLUB can be used on dry or
wet surfaces. Use it on new, in service or stored
equipment. Through high capillary attraction,
product also acts at places of difficult access. To
guarantee full lubricating and corrosion
protection repeat the procedure from time to
time.
MSDS.

Technical Data
Color:
Specific gravity (20° C):
Odor:
Boiling range of the solvents:
Temperature range:
Viscosity (20° C):
Viscosity oil (40° C):
Dielectric strength:
Lubrication property:
Film thickness:

yellowish
0,82[g/cm3]
characteristic, mild
180 - 210[° C]
- 40 to +150 [° C]
3,0 mm²/s
32 mm²/s
31,5 kV
up to 790kg (Falex)
1-2µm

Storage / Shelf Life
Shelf life is 2 years if stored correctly.
Package after emptying to be disposed via metal
scrap.
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